SOUTHWEST FLORIDA FALL 2022

Learn

The latest tips, tricks & secrets

Discover

How humans learned to fly

Discuss

The influence of Paul Gauguin

Hundreds of courses.
Knowledgeable speakers.

In Collier and Lee counties.

FGCU
LEARNING FOR LIFE
Learn more at fgcu.edu/academy

TRAVEL THE WORLD WITH FGCU ACADEMY IN 2023
Through unique and interesting itineraries, FGCU Academy travel guests have the opportunity to experience
life outside the classroom, visit historic sites with local guides, experience another culture – its customs, cuisine,
language and history – and delight in conversation and laughter with fellow explorers who share a love of travel
and a sense of adventure. These high-end concierge-style excursions are sure to impress and delight you.

INSIDER’S JAPAN
May 20 – June 1, 2023

It’s a land of delicate art and bustling commerce, of rich traditions and dizzying modernity;
a jumble of sights, sounds, and tastes that for visitors are truly foreign – and truly fascinating.
This well-crafted tour features the highlights of Tokyo and Kyoto, engages us in local life and
takes us off the beaten path to the lovely historic cities of Takayama and Kanazawa.

UNTAMED ALASKA
August 20 - 30, 2023

Awe-inspiring natural beauty and outdoor adventure await as we explore Alaska’s varied
landscapes and noteworthy cities. From Denali, Wrangell-St. Elias, and Kenai Fjords national
parks to the energy of Anchorage and scenic Seward, our small group encounters the
breadth and beauty of America’s last frontier.

LEGENDARY TURKEY
September 1 – 15, 2023

Exotic sights, scents and sounds reign in this fascinating land where Europe and Asia meet.
From Istanbul, magnificent “Empress of the World,” to ancient ruins, stunning landscapes and
the dramatic – and legendary – Turquoise Coast, Turkey engages and beguiles, offering us an
unparalleled small group experience.

ACROSS SPAIN & PORTUGAL
September 10 – 26, 2023

Fortified cities and tiny fishing villages, rugged Atlantic coastline and commanding Pyrenees
peaks, iconic shrines to both religion and fine art, and intimate lodgings in historic paradores
and pousadas – it all awaits on this singular small group journey from Lisbon across the north
of Spain, ending in vibrant Barcelona.

PEARLS OF DALMATIA
September 14 – 28, 2023

Independent, democratic Croatia welcomes visitors eager to absorb its remarkable history and
culture – and its beautiful and unspoiled Dalmatian coastline. As our small group travels from
historic Zagreb and beautiful Lake Bled to the Habsburg resort of Opatija, the island of Hvar
and beloved Dubrovnik, we see why this cherished region lays such a claim on the hearts of all
who visit.

CLASSIC GERMANY
September 21 – October 3, 2023

Classic Germany: It’s the Romantic Road and the Bavarian Alps, royal castles and halftimbered houses, charming villages and historic Nuremberg, culturally rich Munich and
international Berlin. It’s history of note – and of notoriety. And we see it all on this alluring
small group tour.

SICILY IN DEPTH
September 28 – October 9, 2023

Crossroads of the Mediterranean, the “toe” in Italy’s boot, “God’s Kitchen” Sicily is all this,
and much more, as we see on our stellar small group journey around this Italian island.
It’s lively cities and ancient ruins, temples of man – and of nature, hospitable people and
delectable cuisine, a feast for all the senses.

ISRAEL: TIMELESS WONDERS
October 14 – 25, 2023

Encounter a land of extraordinary beauty and belief, of spirit and story, history and hospitality.
From modern Tel Aviv to scenic Upper Galilee, ancient Tiberias and storied Nazareth to
Jerusalem, “City of Gold,” we engage all our senses in a small group encounter with this
extraordinary and holy land, with a five-night stay in Jerusalem at the legendary King David Hotel.
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HOW TO REGISTER
FOR PROGRAMS

We only accept credit cards or checks. No cash.

ONLINE:
fgcu.edu/academy

Use your credit card on our safe
and secure site, 24/7.

BY PHONE:
(239) 434-4737

Use your credit card.

MAIL:

Use our registration form
on pages 30-31 or go to our website
(above), print it out and mail to us.

PHILANTHROPY
Become a supporter of FGCU Academy to
help attract distinguished guest speakers.
Your generous donation will also help to
enhance technology and facilities and provide
scholarships. Donors receive private campus
tours, invitations to special events, president’s
meet & greets and access to additional campus
amenities through our partnerships with Alumni
Relations, the Bower School of Music & the Arts,
WGCU Public Media and FGCU Athletics.
Donate online at fgcu.edu/academy/givenow
*Donations are tax-deductible to the extent
allowed by law.

OUR STAFF

Katherine (Kitty) C. Green
Vice President, Advancement
John J. Guerra
Director, FGCU Academy
Rose Stone
Administrative Specialist

LOCATIONS

Look for the two-letter codes before each course number,
starting on page 5

(AG) – Aston Gardens at Pelican Marsh,
4800 Aston Gardens Way, Naples
(239) 296-5434
(AR) – The Arlington,
7900 Arlington Circle, Naples
(239) 307-3000
(BR) – The Commons Club at The Brooks,
9930 Coconut Road, Bonita Springs
(239) 949-3800
(CC) – Cypress Cove,
10200 Cypress Cove Drive, Fort Myers
(239) 415-5100
(FG) – FGCU Kleist Center,
10501 FGCU Blvd South, Fort Myers
(239) 434-4737
(GL) – Moorings Park Grande Lake,
7410 Little Lane, Naples
(239) 326-2996
(GO) – Moorings Park at Grey Oaks,
2355 Estuary Drive, Naples
(239) 213-7777
(MP) – Moorings Park Center for Healthy Living,
132 Moorings Park Drive, Naples
(239) 261-1616
(NC) – Naples Center,
704 Goodlette-Frank Rd N., Suite 330, Naples
(239) 434-4737
(OL) – Online via Zoom
(PL) – Pelican Landing Community Center,
24501 Walden Center Drive, Bonita Springs
(239) 947-5977
(SL) – Siena Lakes,
2521 Orange Blossom Drive, Naples
(239) 325-6800

In all of its operations, including admissions, employment, and access to its programs and services, Florida Gulf Coast University does not discriminate on the basis of race,
color, national origin, ethnicity, gender identity/expression, religion, sex (including sexual harassment/assault), sexual orientation, disability, marital status, veteran status,
genetic predisposition or age. Individuals who require reasonable accommodations due to a disability can contact the Office of Adaptive Services at 239-590-7956, by e-mail
at adaptive@fgcu.edu, or via the Florida Relay at 711.

(239) 434-4737 or fgcu.edu/academy
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LETTER FROM THE DIRECTOR
Dear Friends:
This fall marks the addition of two additional
Lee County locations; Pelican Landing in

Bonita Springs and the FGCU Kleist Center

on main campus. As always, both locations
are open to all our students. We will be

offering in-person and online programs at

the new FGCU Naples Center located at 704
Goodlette-Frank Rd N, Suite 330 in Naples.
So, whether you are a year-round resident
or snowbird, you can enjoy Academy

MEMBERSHIP
FGCU ACADEMY
ANNUAL SINGLE MEMBERSHIP

$85

BENEFITS INCLUDE:

} Save approximately 20% on most programs.

} Bring a first-time Academy student with you to a program
and receive a $10 credit toward future programs.
} Enjoy year-round online programming from anywhere
in the world.
} Gain access to special member-only events and free 		
access to other events when available.

offerings online from wherever you may be.

} A free subscription to the FGCU360 digital magazine
and e-newsletter.

we can make them available on-demand for

FEEL GOOD ABOUT SUPPORTING LIFELONG LEARNING!

We also selectively record our programs so
you to enjoy at your convenience. Look on

our registration website each month for the
on-demand webinars we are offering. Also
look for news and updates in our weekly

email blasts. For those seeking even greater

and far-reaching adventures, be sure to look
at our 2023 excursions planned to Japan,
Croatia, Alaska, Turkey, Germany, Spain &

Portugal, Sicily and Israel. Here’s hoping this
letter finds you safe, healthy and well.

If I can assist you in any way, please do not
hesitate to reach out to me via email at
jguerra@fgcu.edu.

By becoming a member, you directly support FGCU Academy.
Program fees only cover 60% of our annual operating
costs. Membership and additional donations make up the
difference. If you would like to learn more about supporting
our work, please contact John Guerra at jguerra@fgcu.edu.
Thank you for your generosity.
CANCELLATION POLICY:

Membership fees are non-refundable. If a program is
canceled, you will be notified and issued a full refund within
10 business days. If you wish to withdraw from a program,
please notify the Academy at 239-434-4737 no later than 5
pm, 3 business days prior to the first session of the program
in order to receive a refund. Individuals who cancel after the
start of a program will not receive a refund. Unless otherwise
stated, a 10–business day notice is required for refunds on all
special programs (SP).

Best regards,

John J. Guerra

Director of FGCU Academy

FGCU Academy is always looking
for speakers with talent and ability to
lecture. Complete a new course proposal
form on our website at fgcu.edu/academy
and encourage others to apply.
Florida Gulf Coast University is a regional
comprehensive university committed to
providing high quality, affordable educational
opportunities to people of all ages.
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ALL FGCU ACADEMY PROGRAMS: The first fee listed is the member price; the second is the non-member price.
Advance registration is required for all programs. Membership is recommended but not required.

The views, analyses, findings, and opinions expressed by FGCU Academy speakers are theirs alone and do not necessarily
reflect those of the Academy or Florida Gulf Coast University.

ART, ARCHITECTURE & ART HISTORY
Leonardo Da Vinci – The First Renaissance Man $25 / $30
• Option #1 – October 24 at 10 – 11:30am, Monday
MP5010 – Moorings Park (Central Naples)
• Option #2 – December 5 at 2 – 3:30pm, Monday
AG5011 – Aston Gardens (Northeast Naples)
Speaker: Dean Oestreich
Leonardo was born to an unwed orphan girl and died with the king of France at his bedside. He lacked a formal education, but due
to his intense curiosity and observation skills, he pursued engineering, architecture, music, flight, anatomy and optics solely for the
love of knowledge. He was a genius who wanted to know everything about everything. This lecture will discuss his personal life,
drawings, inventions and incredible works of art that still resonate today.
Botticelli’s Blonde Bombshells…and Other Renaissance Blonde Beauties $25 / $30
November 3 at 10 – 11:30 am, Thursday
BV5012 – Bentley Village (North Naples)
Speaker: Carol Jonson
Botticelli’s Venus was a blonde bombshell forever immortalized in art. We will examine this tradition of capturing blonde beauty,
one that still has roots (no pun intended!) in society today. In this lecture, we will view some of Botticelli’s most beautiful and iconic
paintings along with other important blonde beauties of the Renaissance. We will look at the millennia of traditions about blondes
upon which Renaissance artists drew.
Johannes Vermeer – His Life and Art $25 / $30
• Option #1 – November 8 at 2:30 – 4pm, Tuesday
AR5013 – The Arlington (South Naples)
• Option #2 – November 21 at 1:30 – 3pm, Monday
BV5014 – Bentley Village (North Naples)
Speaker: Dean Oestreich
During his life, Vermeer was overshadowed by fellow Dutch Masters, Rembrandt and Hals. It wasn’t until years after his death that his
brilliant use of color, light and mood became recognized. This lecture reviews Vermeer’s 35 known paintings, as well as a few infamous
forgeries. Vermeer’s “Art of Painting” and “Girl with a Pitcher” will show the possible “traditional” process used to create these masterpieces.
Fabulous France: 2000 Years in Provence $25 / $30
November 15 at 1:30 – 3pm, Tuesday
SL5015 – Siena Lakes (Northeast Naples)
Speaker: Carol Jonson
Explore two millennia of accomplishments in Provence including the Roman founding of cities such as Arles and Aix-en-Provence and
the building of landmark medieval cathedrals. We will also discuss how the area became a favorite haunt of some of the world’s most
beloved painters including Vincent Van Gogh and Paul Cezanne.
American Impressionists: At Home and Abroad $25 / $30
• Option #1 – November 18 at 1:30 – 3pm, Friday
GL5016 – Moorings Park Grande Lake (Southeast Naples)
• Option #2 – November 30 at 1:30 – 3pm, Wednesday
PL5102 – Pelican Landing (Bonita Springs)
Speaker: Carol Jonson
Impressionism began in France in the 1870s and proved to be a remarkable inspiration for American artists from the late 1880s until
nearly 1920. This lecture will discuss American artists who spent time studying abroad and others like James McNeil Whistler, John
Singer Sargent and Mary Cassatt who remained expats for the rest of their lives. Others returned home, often uniting for summers in
east coast art colonies to develop a distinctly American Impressionist style. These include Childe Hassam, William Merritt Chase and
Matilda Browne, often called “America’s Forgotten Female Impressionist.”

(239) 434-4737 or fgcu.edu/academy
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ART, ARCHITECTURE & ART HISTORY continued
Bernini and the Birth of the Baroque Style in Rome $25 / $30
December 2 at 2:30 – 4pm, Friday
AR5017 – The Arlington (Southeast Naples)
Speaker: Carol Jonson
Gianlorenzo Bernini is credited with being the inventor of the Baroque style in 17th-century Rome. His emotional and dramatic
sculptures are remarkable. Even more astonishing are his accomplishments as an architect who helped shape the face of Rome and
the Vatican as we see them today.
Paul Gauguin: An Artist’s Quest for the Exotic $25 / $30
December 12 at 1:30 – 3pm, Monday
BV5018 – Bentley Village (North Naples)
Speaker: Carol Jonson
Paul Gauguin, the French stockbroker turned artist, was always in search of the exotic. Although he began his artistic career working
in an Impressionist style, he soon abandoned that to paint brightly colored pictures of quaintly attired peasants in Brittany. He
then moved on briefly to Arles where his disastrous visit with Vincent van Gogh took place. Finally, he spent the last 10 years of
his life in Tahiti and French Polynesia where he found the exotic colors, people and lifestyle he sought. As his works became more
monumental, primitive and spiritual, he paved the way for future artists working in what today is known as the Symbolist Movement.
Female Artists of the Dutch Golden Age $25 / $30
December 14 at 10 – 11:30am, Wednesday
MP5019 – Moorings Park (Central Naples)
Speaker: Carol Jonson
In the 17th century, tiny Holland produced more painters of lasting significance than any other country at any other time period.
During this Dutch Golden Age, artists were predominantly male, but the works of a handful of outstanding and very successful female
artists rose to prominence as well. This lecture explores the paintings of four artists. Clara Peeters, Maria van Oosterwijck and Rachel
Ruysch created exquisite still life paintings of flowers and food. Judith Leyster gave the world effervescent genre paintings showing
everyday people enjoying all that life had to offer.
The Pre-Raphaelites: Defiant Art…Dangerous Lives $25 / $30
December 20 at 2:30 – 4pm, Tuesday
GO5020 – Moorings Park Grey Oaks (Southeast Naples)
Speaker: Carol Jonson
In 1848, seven young English artists formed a secret brotherhood determined to modernize and reinvigorate art. They looked to the
past – ancient Greece and Rome, the Middle Ages and the Early Renaissance – for inspiration and rejected the prevailing idea that
great art began with the High Renaissance painter, Raphael. This lecture will explore some of the gloriously colored and dramatically
themed works of art – as well as the “scandalous” lives – of the Pre-Raphaelite painters including John Everett Millais, William Holman
Hunt, Evelyn De Morgan, Frederick Sandys, John William Waterhouse, and most famously, Dante Gabriel Rossetti.

BIOGRAPHIES

One Issue, Two Solutions: The Lives and Works of Booker T. Washington and W.E.B. Dubois $25 / $30
• Option #1 – October 10 at 1:30-3pm, Monday
BV5021 – Bentley Village (North Naples)
• Option #2 – November 2 at 10 – 11:30am, Wednesday
MP5022 – Moorings Park (Central Naples)
• Option #3 – November 8 at 2:30 – 4pm, Tuesday
GO5023 – Moorings Park Grey Oaks (Southeast Naples)
Speaker: Dr. John Danner
In the Jim Crow era two of the most significant voices in the struggle for the rights of persons of color were Booker T. Washington
and W.E.B. Dubois. While both men were educators they had very different approaches to dealing with the problems faced by Black
Americans as they were confronted by laws that limited their freedoms. This course will examine their personal stories and their
professional works.
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BIOGRAPHIES continued
Mary Queen of Scots $25 / $30

October 13 at 1:30-3pm, Thursday
NC5024 – Naples Center (South Naples)
OL5025 – Online via Zoom
Speaker: Nancy Maxwell
For love, power, intrigue and scandal you cannot beat the story of Mary Stuart! She was queen of Scotland at six days old, queen of
France at 16, and, had events gone as planned, Scotland would today be a part of France. Mary fully expected to become queen of
England as well. Instead in a tragic twist of fate, Mary lost her head. Her life was one of political ambition, intrigue, love, murder, plots
and deception. Did Mary create her own fate or was she a victim of much stronger outside forces?
Peter the Great: A Czar Larger Than Life $25 / $30
October 25 at 2:30 – 4pm, Tuesday
GO5027 – Moorings Park Grey Oaks (Southeast Naples)
Speaker: Nancy Maxwell
Peter the Great dragged Russia, kicking and screaming, into the 17th century! Peter was larger than life – a towering man with
towering ambition to match and a vision of greatness for Russia. No project was too big: Move the capital city! Or too small: Measure
the length of men’s beards! To modernize the state Peter turned his hand to every aspect of Russian life. Was he a visionary reformer
or a ruthless tyrant? This lecture will explore the life and legacy of a most unusual czar.
Queen Elizabeth I – Gloriana! $25 / $30
November 2 at 10 – 11:30am, Wednesday
KC5028 – FGCU Kleist Center Room 102 (Fort Myers)
Speaker: Nancy Maxwell
Where would England be today had Elizabeth I not become queen? A lesser ruler might have succumbed to the conflicting demands
of political factions. A lesser personality might have indulged personal whims at the cost of ministerial respect. Against great odds – her
father ordered her mother’s execution; she had no husband; she produced no heir; and her cousin plotted her assassination – Elizabeth
nevertheless tackled religious strife, political divisions, court intrigue and war, to guide England to a state of unity and prosperity.
Queen Victoria – The Grandmother of Europe $25 / $30
November 21 at 10 – 11:30am, Monday
MP5029 – Moorings Park (Central Naples)
Speaker: Nancy Maxwell
Victoria was a match maker extraordinaire! Her own marriage had been blissfully happy, but Victoria didn’t seem to care much
about the feelings of her own children. While chiding them about duty and obligation, she set them up with “appropriate” matches
throughout Europe. A German prince, a Russian duchess – it was all part of the plan for the family, which would, to her mind,
guarantee the stability of the empire. Yet Victoria herself broke her own rules in her relationship with her Scottish servant! Let’s
explore the life and family of this very human, grandmotherly queen, whose grandsons ended up at war with each other.
The Wives of Henry VIII (2-part series) $46/ $56
December 6, 8 at 10 – 11:30am / 1:30 – 3pm, Tuesday / Thursday
NC5030 – Naples Center (South Naples)
OL5031 – Online via Zoom
Speaker: Nancy Maxwell
Henry VIII had six wives! That is a piece of history we all seem to remember from our school days. Henry’s marriages were about
both love and power, but romance with this king could be a dangerous game. He needed an heir, but what else was Henry hoping
to achieve through these marriages? And who were his wives? Were they hapless victims or ambitious schemers or perhaps a
combination of the two? Each one’s story was unique. Let’s meet these six very memorable 16th-century ladies of the English court.
Catherine the Great $25 / $30
December 16 at 1:30 – 3pm, Friday
GL5032 – Moorings Park Grande Lake (Southeast Naples)
Speaker: Nancy Maxwell
Bright, ambitious and imbued with ideas of the Enlightenment, Catherine rose from a German princess to Empress of Russia through
her wits and wiles, not to mention intrigue and the convenient elimination of her husband. Her correspondence with the great
minds of the day is legendary. She had grand plans for Russia, and encouraged by her lover Potemkin, set about the expansion,
modernization and education of the country. Although her reign also saw the violently dangerous Pugachev rebellion, Catherine’s
accomplishments and devotion to Russia have earned her a place among history’s most enlightened despots.

(239) 434-4737 or fgcu.edu/academy
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COMPUTER & TECHNOLOGY

iPhone/iPad: Tips, Tricks & Secrets of Apple’s Newest Operating System iOS 16 $35 / $42
September 28 at 1:30 – 3pm, Wednesday
PL5007 – Pelican Landing (Bonita Springs)
Speaker: John Guerra
Join this lecture-style presentation to learn all of the new features, upgrades and enhancements of Apple’s newest operating system
for iPhone and iPad, iOS 16. We will explore tips, tricks and secrets that make using your device easier, more powerful and efficient.
Commons Club at The Brooks Technology Series (4-part series) $130 / $150
October 4, 18, November 29, December 6, at 1:30 – 3pm / 10 – 11:30am, Tuesdays
BR5033 – Commons Club at The Brooks (Bonita Springs)
Speaker: John Guerra
Participants may register for the series above (BR5033) or for any of the individual lectures below.
		

Apple Watch Tips, Tricks & Secrets of the New Watch OS 9 $35/ $42

		
		

October 4 at 1:30 – 3pm, Tuesday
BR5034 – Commons Club at The Brooks (Bonita Springs)

		
		

Join this lecture-style presentation as we explore the many features of the Apple Watch. It’s not just about telling time, it’s
about phone calls, email messages, maps, music, photos, health tracking, Apple Pay, fall detection and so much more.

		

iPhone/iPad: Tips, Tricks & Secrets of Apple’s Newest Operating System iOS 16 $35 / $42

		
		

October 18 at 10 – 11:30am, Tuesday
BR5035 – Commons Club at the Brooks (Bonita Springs)

		
		
		

Join this lecture-style presentation to learn all of the new features, upgrades and enhancements of Apple’s newest operating 		
system for iPhone and iPad, iOS 16. We will explore tips, tricks and secrets that make using your device easier, more powerful
and efficient.

		

iPhone/iPad Apps: Apple Mail and Safari $35 / $42

		
		

November 29 at 10 – 11:30am, Tuesday
BR5036 – Commons Club at The Brooks (Bonita Springs)

		
		
		
		
		
		
		

Many with iPhones and iPads do not fully understand how to use Mail, one of the most important apps on their devices. 		
Apple’s Mail app supports Gmail, Yahoo, Exchange, AOL and nearly all email platforms. We will explore the detailed workings
of the Apple Mail app showing you how to add new accounts and contacts, work with attachments, insert photos or videos, 		
organize email into folders, eliminate junk mail, markup or sign attachments, scan documents and much more. Apple’s web
browser, Safari, keeps getting faster and better. It sports a smart search bar, tabs, and a special Split View version for iPad 		
users. Save your favorite websites to your Home Screen or as Bookmarks. You can view Shared Links and add articles to your 		
Reading List or access your saved passwords and credit cards through iCloud’s Keychain.

		

iPhone/iPad Notes App: The App Everyone Should Use $35 / $42

		
		

December 6 at 10 – 11:30am, Tuesday
BR5037 – Commons Club at the Brooks (Bonita Springs)

		
		
		
		
		
		

The Notes app is the best place to jot down quick thoughts or to save checklists, images, web links, scanned documents, 		
handwritten notes or sketches. With iCloud, it’s easy to keep all your devices in sync, so you’ll always have your notes with 		
you. You can search notes for typed text, handwritten notes, text in scanned documents and even images inside your notes.
Secure the notes that hold your most personal data – such as financial details, medical information, or secret family recipes
with a password, a fingerprint or even Face ID. Join this lecture as we explore one of Apple’s most useful, powerful and 		
productive apps available.
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Moorings Park Grande Lake Technology Series (3-part series) $95 / $115
October 6, November 17, December 15 at 2 – 3pm, Thursdays
GL5038 – Moorings Park Grande Lake (Southeast Naples)
Speaker: John Guerra
Participants may register for the series above (GL5038) or for any of the individual lectures below.
		

iPhone/iPad: Tips, Tricks & Secrets of Apple’s Newest Operating System iOS 16 $30 / $35

		
		

October 6 at 2 – 3pm, Thursday
GL5039 – Moorings Park Grande Lake (Southeast Naples)

		
		
		

Join this lecture-style presentation to learn all of the new features, upgrades and enhancements of Apple’s newest 		
operating system for iPhone and iPad, iOS 16. We will explore tips, tricks and secrets that make using your device 		
easier, more powerful and efficient.

		

Cloud Computing $30 / $35

		
		

November 17 at 2 – 3pm, Thursday
GL5040 – Moorings Park Grande Lake (Southeast Naples)

		
		
		
		
		

This useful and practical introduction to cloud computing explores what clouds are, who provides them, how they function
and why you should use them. Microsoft, Google, Apple and many others offer cloud solutions. Most of them are free and
easy to use! We explore the various cloud alternatives available, how to set them up and use them, and the benefits they
offer for file storage and security and syncing of data across all of your devices. This lecture is appropriate and useful for 		
Windows, Android and Apple users.

		

Apple Watch Tips, Tricks & Secrets of the New Watch OS 9 $30 / $35

		
		

December 15 at 2 – 3pm, Thursday
GL5041 – Moorings Park Grande Lake (Southeast Naples)

		
		

Join this lecture-style presentation as we explore the many features of the Apple Watch. It’s not just about telling time, it’s 		
about phone calls, email messages, maps, music, photos, health tracking, Apple Pay, fall detection and so much more.

iPhone/iPad: Tips, Tricks & Secrets of Apple’s Newest Operating System iOS 16 $35 / $42
October 11 at 10 – 11:30am, Tuesday
SL5042 – Siena Lakes (Northeast Naples)
Speaker: John Guerra
Join this lecture-style presentation to learn all of the new features, upgrades and enhancements of Apple’s newest operating system
for iPhone and iPad, iOS 16. We will explore tips, tricks and secrets that make using your device easier, more powerful and efficient.
FGCU Main Campus iPhone/iPad Technology Series (3-part series) $95 / $115
October 12, November 9, November 30 at 10 – 11:30am, Wednesdays
KC5043 – FGCU Kleist Center Room 102 (Fort Myers)
Speaker: John Guerra
Participants may register for the series above (KC5043) or for any of the individual lectures below.
		

iPhone & iPad for Beginners $35 / $42

		
		

October 12 at 10 – 11:30am, Wednesday
KC5044 – FGCU Kleist Center Room 102 (Fort Myers)

		
		
		
		
		

The iPhone provides access to phone, voicemail, email, the web, photos, calendars, texting, maps, games and more. iPads 		
have revolutionized computing since their introduction. With its larger screen the iPad is absolutely a viable replacement for
your desktop or laptop! Whether you already own an iPhone or iPad, or are considering purchasing one, join us as we explore
the important capabilities of these remarkable devices. This lecture-style demonstration will teach you the important basics of:
models to choose from, installing and deleting apps, using the touch interface, Apple ID, settings, email and more.

		

iPhone/iPad: Tips, Tricks & Secrets of Apple’s Newest Operating System iOS 16 $35 / $42

		
		

November 9 at 10 – 11:30am, Wednesday
KC5045 – FGCU Kleist Center Room 102 (Fort Myers)

		
		
		

Join this lecture-style presentation to learn all of the new features, upgrades and enhancements of Apple’s newest operating 		
system for iPhone and iPad, iOS 16. We will explore tips, tricks and secrets that make using your device easier, more powerful
and efficient.

(239) 434-4737 or fgcu.edu/academy
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COMPUTER & TECHNOLOGY continued
		

iPhone/iPad Apps: Apple Mail and Safari $35 / $42

		
		

November 30 at 10 – 11:30am, Wednesday
KC5046 – FGCU Kleist Center Room 102 (Fort Myers)

		
		
		
		
		
		
		

Many with iPhones and iPads do not fully understand how to use Mail, one of the most important apps on their devices. Apple’s
Mail app supports Gmail, Yahoo, Exchange, AOL and nearly all email platforms. We will explore the detailed workings of the Apple
Mail app showing you how to add new accounts and contacts, work with attachments, insert photos or videos, organize email into
folders,eliminate junk mail, markup or sign attachments, scan documents and much more. Apple’s web browser, Safari, keeps
getting faster and better. It sports a smart search bar, tabs, and a special Split View version for iPad users. Save your favorite websites
to your Home Screen or as Bookmarks. You can view Shared Links and add articles to your Reading List or access your saved
passwords and credit cards through iCloud’s Keychain.

Arlington iPhone/iPad Technology Series (3-part series) $95 / $115
October 14, November 18, December 9 at 2:30 – 4pm, Friday
AR5047 – The Arlington (Southeast Naples)
Speaker: John Guerra
Participants may register for the series above (AR5047) or for any of the individual lectures below.
		

iPhone/iPad: Tips, Tricks & Secrets of Apple’s Newest Operating System iOS 16 $35 / $42

		
		

October 14 at 2:30 – 4pm, Friday
AR5048 – The Arlington (Southeast Naples)

		
		
		

Join this lecture-style presentation to learn all of the new features, upgrades and enhancements of Apple’s newest operating
system for iPhone and iPad, iOS 16. We will explore tips, tricks and secrets that make using your device easier, more powerful
and efficient.

		

Apple iPhone/iPad Settings: iCloud, Notifications, Focus and More $35 / $42

		
		

November 18 at 2:30 – 4pm, Friday
AR5049 – The Arlington (Southeast Naples)

		
		
		
		

Settings is one of the most important Apps on your iPhone/ iPad; it is where you customize and control how your device
functions. If you have not spent quality time in the Settings app, you do not fully understand how your devices can work for
you. This lecture-style presentation will explore how to configure the most important settings on your iPhone and iPad, i
including iCloud, Notifications, Focus, Display & Brightness, Privacy, Apple Pay and many more.

		

The Best of the Best Smartphone and Tablet Apps $35 / $42

		
		

December 9 at 2:30 – 4pm, Friday
AR5050 – The Arlington (Southeast Naples)

		
		
		
		
		

This lecture-style presentation explores some of the best apps that Apple and Android users should know about and install on
their devices. Apps are the life-blood of your smart devices. Without them, your 21st-century tools are greatly limited in what
they can do. We will identify and demo the best apps available in categories like productivity, email, travel, video calling,
texting, car services, travel, stocks and so much more. This lecture is appropriate for all Android and Apple users, although
Apple devices will be used to demonstrate various apps.

Naples Center Technology Series (7-part series) $230 / $275
October 17, 24, November 8, 15, December 7, 9, 14 at 10 – 11:30am, Mon/Tues/Weds/Friday
NC5051 – Naples Center (South Naples)
OL5052 – Online via Zoom
Speaker: John Guerra
Participants may register for the series above (NC5051 or OL5052) or for any of the individual lectures below.
		

iPhone & iPad for Beginners $35 / $42

		
		
		

October 17 at 10 – 11:30am, Monday
NC5053 – Naples Center (South Naples)
OL5054 – Online via Zoom

		
		
		
		
		

The iPhone provides access to phone, voicemail, email, the web, photos, calendars, texting, maps, games and more. iPads 		
have revolutionized computing since their introduction. With its larger screen the iPad is absolutely a viable replacement for
your desktop or laptop! Whether you already own an iPhone or iPad, or are considering purchasing one, join us as we explore
the important capabilities of these remarkable devices. This lecture-style demonstration will teach you the important basics of:
models to choose from, installing and deleting apps, using the touch interface, Apple ID, settings, email and more.
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iPhone/iPad: Tips, Tricks & Secrets of Apple’s Newest Operating System iOS 16 $35 / $42

		
		
		

October 24 at 10 – 11:30am, Monday
NC5055 – Naples Center (South Naples)
OL5056 – Online via Zoom

		
		
		

Join this lecture-style presentation to learn all of the new features, upgrades and enhancements of Apple’s newest operating
system for iPhone and iPad, iOS 16. We will explore tips, tricks and secrets that make using your device easier, more powerful
and efficient.

		

iPhone/iPad Apps: Apple Mail and Safari $35 / $42

		
		
		

November 8 at 10 – 11:30am, Tuesday
NC5057 – Naples Center (South Naples)
OL5058 – Online via Zoom

		
		
		
		
		
		
		

Many with iPhones and iPads do not fully understand how to use Mail, one of the most important apps on their devices. 		
Apple’s Mail app supports Gmail, Yahoo, Exchange, AOL and nearly all email platforms. We will explore the detailed workings
of the Apple Mail app showing you how to add new accounts and contacts, work with attachments, insert photos or videos,
organize email into folders, eliminate junk mail, markup or sign attachments, scan documents and much more. Apple’s web
browser, Safari, keeps getting faster and better. It sports a smart search bar, tabs, and a special Split View version for iPad
users. Save your favorite websites to your Home Screen or as Bookmarks. You can view Shared Links and add articles to your
Reading List or access your saved passwords and credit cards through iCloud’s Keychain.

		

iPhone/iPad Camera App $35 / $42

		
		
		

November 15 at 10 – 11:30am, Tuesday
NC5059 – Naples Center (South Naples)
OL5060 – Online via Zoom

		
		
		

iPhones/iPads have multiple cameras for taking still photographs, wide angle, portraits, panoramas as well as regular, timelapse and slo-mo videos. Change your focus and exposure, take live photos, mirrored selfies and nightmode photographs.
We will also learn how to transfer photos from your digital camera to your iPhone/iPad and much more.

		

iPhone/iPad Photos App: Photo Management, Editing, Sharing and More $35 / $42

		
		
		

December 7 at 10 – 11:30am, Wednesday
NC5061 – Naples Center (South Naples)
OL5062 – Online via Zoom

		
		
		
		

Apple’s Photos App has an immersive, dynamic look that emphasizes your best shots with larger previews and improved 		
organization. Memories finds your best photos and videos and weaves them together into a memorable movie complete with
music, titles and transitions. Perfect your images with intuitive, built-in, powerful editing tools. Search photos based on who or
what is in them. iCloud stores your photos and videos and syncs them across all your devices.

		

Introduction to Windows 11 $35 / $42

		
		
		

December 9 at 10 – 11:30am, Friday
NC5063 – Naples Center (South Naples)
OL5064 – Online via Zoom

		
		
		
		

Learn the fundamentals of Microsoft Windows 11 in this lecture-style presentation designed for those who have used
Windows before and are interested in upgrading or learning about Windows 11. If you have just bought a new computer with
Windows 11, have upgraded, or are going to upgrade, this presentation is for you. Join us as we make Windows 11 easy to
use and understand.

		

iPhone/iPad Maps and Messages Apps $35 / $42

		
		
		

December 14 at 10 – 11:30am, Wednesday
NC5065 – Naples Center (South Naples)
OL5066 – Online via Zoom

		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

With the Messages app, stay connected to the conversations that matter the most. Send texts, photos, videos, voice texts 		
and more. Personalize your messages with animated effects, pin your important conversations, send inline replies and more.
Learn Messages’ most important settings and latest features so you can communicate more effectively. Apple’s Maps app 		
gives you everything you need to get where you’re going and find interesting places along the way. It can provide turn-byturn voice navigation for driving, walking, cycling and public transit. Maps offers cycling directions with bike lanes, paths, and
roads; electric vehicle routing; and informative guides to numerous destinations. Maps can show you cities in 3D and can take
you to the sky with Flyover. Join this lecture-style presentation as we explore these two useful and powerful apps on your
iPhones and iPads.
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COMPUTER & TECHNOLOGY continued

Bentley Village iPhone/iPad Technology Series (2-part series) $65 / $80
October 20, December 1 at 10 – 11:30am, Thursdays
BV5071 – Bentley Village (North Naples)
Speaker: John Guerra
Participants may register for the series above (BV5071) or for any of the individual lectures below.
		

iPhone/iPad: Tips, Tricks & Secrets of Apple’s Newest Operating System iOS 16 $35 / $42

		
		

October 20 at 10 – 11:30am, Thursday
BV5072 – Bentley Village (North Naples)

		
		
		

Join this lecture-style presentation to learn all of the new features, upgrades and enhancements of Apple’s newest operating 		
system for iPhone and iPad, iOS 16. We will explore tips, tricks and secrets that make using your device easier, more powerful
and efficient.

		

iPhone/iPad Photos App: Photo Management, Editing, Sharing and More $35 / $42

		
		

December 1 at 10 – 11:30am, Thursday
BV5008 – Bentley Village (North Naples)

		
		
		
		

Apple’s Photos App has an immersive, dynamic look that emphasizes your best shots with larger previews and improved 		
organization. Memories finds your best photos and videos and weaves them together into a memorable movie complete with
music, titles and transitions. Perfect your images with intuitive, built-in, powerful editing tools. Search photos based on who or
what is in them. iCloud stores your photos and videos and syncs them across all your devices.

Moorings Park iPhone/iPad Technology Series (3-part series) $95 / $115
October 31, November 7, December 5 at 10 – 11:30am, Mondays
MP5067 – Moorings Park (Central Naples)
Speaker: John Guerra
Participants may register for the series above (MP5067) or for any of the individual lectures below.
		

iPhone & iPad for Beginners $35 / $42

		
		

October 31 at 10 – 11:30am, Monday
MP5068 – Moorings Park (Central Naples)

		
		
		
		
		

The iPhone provides access to phone, voicemail, email, the web, photos, calendars, texting, maps, games and more. iPads
have revolutionized computing since their introduction. With its larger screen the iPad is absolutely a viable replacement for
your desktop or laptop! Whether you already own an iPhone or iPad, or are considering purchasing one, join us as we explore
the important capabilities of these remarkable devices. This lecture-style demonstration will teach you the important basics of:
models to choose from, installing and deleting apps, using the touch interface, Apple ID, settings, email and more.

		

iPhone/iPad: Tips, Tricks & Secrets of Apple’s Newest Operating System iOS 16 $35 / $42

		
		

November 7 at 10 – 11:30am, Monday
MP5069 – Moorings Park (Central Naples)

		
		
		

Join this lecture-style presentation to learn all of the new features, upgrades and enhancements of Apple’s newest operating 		
system for iPhone and iPad, iOS 16. We will explore tips, tricks and secrets that make using your device easier, more powerful
and efficient.

		

iPhone/iPad Notes App: The App Everyone Should Use $35 / $42

		
		

December 5 at 10 – 11:30am, Monday
MP5070 – Moorings Park (Central Naples)

		
		
		
		
		
		

The Notes app is the best place to jot down quick thoughts or to save checklists, images, web links, scanned documents, 		
handwritten notes or sketches. With iCloud, it’s easy to keep all your devices in sync, so you’ll always have your notes with you.
You can search notes for typed text, handwritten notes, text in scanned documents and even images inside your notes. Secure
the notes that hold your most personal data – such as financial details, medical information, or secret family recipes – with a
password, a fingerprint or even Face ID. Join this lecture as we explore one of Apple’s most useful, powerful and productive
apps available.
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COMPUTER & TECHNOLOGY continued

Computer and Internet Security for Desktops, Laptops, Phones and Tablets $35 / $42
November 7 at 2 – 3:30pm, Monday
AG5073 – Aston Gardens (Northeast Naples)
Speaker: John Guerra
Every day across the country, millions of people fall victim to viruses, spyware, malware, keystroke loggers, ransomware, phishing
schemes and hacking. Join this lecture-style presentation to better understand all these threats and how to best protect yourself against
them. Defend yourself and your computing devices while protecting your identity and keeping your personal information safe. This
lecture is appropriate for all Windows, Android and Apple users and is one of the most important technology lectures you can take.
Android Phones for Beginners $25 / $30
November 8 at 10 – 11:30am, Tuesday
NC5074 – Naples Center (South Naples)
OL5075 – Online via Zoom
Speaker: Ken Selger
Worldwide Android has 80-85% of the smart phone market with Samsung as the leader. This presentation will explore the key
features of the Android operating system and its most popular apps. We will compare iPhone and Android and discuss the surprising
advantages of each. If you are in the market for a new smart phone, this is a must-see session.
iPhone/iPad: Tips, Tricks & Secrets of Apple’s Newest Operating System iOS 16 $35 / $42
November 28 at 1:30 – 3pm, Monday
CC5076 – Cypress Cove (Fort Myers)
Speaker: John Guerra
Join this lecture-style presentation to learn all of the new features, upgrades and enhancements of Apple’s newest operating system
for iPhone and iPad, iOS 16. We will explore tips, tricks and secrets that make using your device easier, more powerful and efficient.

CONCERTS / LECTURES

A Romantic Interlude Lecture and Concert: Robert and Clara Schumann $25 / $30
November 17 at 10 – 11:30am, Thursday
BV5077 – Bentley Village (North Naples)
Speakers/Musicians: Rachel Cox & Judy Kaff
The romance between Robert Schumann and Clara Wieck Schumann is one of the most endearing love stories of all time. Clara,
a highly influential piano soloist who distinguished herself in a male-dominated field, and the composer Robert, nine years her
senior, built a relationship that was a formidable musical partnership. Enjoy a program that features the works of Robert and Clara
Schumann and a narration that describes their challenges and commitment to one another.

CONTEMPORARY ART

Salke Contemporary Art (3-part series) $80 / $95
January 20, February 24, March 17 at 10 – 11:30am, Fridays
NC5078 – Naples Center (South Naples)
OL5079 – Online via Zoom
Speakers: Steve Tobin, Michael Taylor, Monica Zimmerman
Participants may register for the series above (NC5078 or OL5079) or for any of the individual lectures below. Expand your
knowledge, insight, and understanding of the vibrant and ever-changing world of contemporary art. In this intellectually stimulating
and challenging lecture series hosted by Myrna Levin, nationally recognized experts share their knowledge of the artists, forms,
styles and innovations that have helped to define contemporary art. A portion of the expenses related to the Salke Contemporary Art
Lecture Series were generously sponsored by Mrs. Jeri Wolfson.
		

Material Solutions to Immaterial Questions $30 / $35

		
		
		

January 20 at 10 – 11:30am, Friday
NC5080 – Naples Center (South Naples)
OL5081 – Online via Zoom

		

Speaker: Steve Tobin

		
		
		

Steve Tobin is known for his radical assault on materials and scale. His team has been stretching aesthetic and physical boundaries for
40 years. This lecture discusses his renowned 9/11 memorial in NYC, “trinity root,” as well as installations in 20 countries. His works 		
use materials as diverse as glass, ceramic, bronze and steel and range up to 100 feet long and 50 feet and 33 high.
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CONTEMPORARY ART continued

Material Solutions to Immaterial Questions, continued The artist also discusses his solo exhibition at Artis–Naples as well
as a current show at the Naples Botanical Gardens. These works are discussed in terms of visual philosophy and scientific
achievements as well as the emotional issues in the life of creation that rarely make it to public forum.
Man Ray: The Paris Portraits $30 / $35
February 24 at 10 – 11:30am, Friday
NC5082 – Naples Center (South Naples)
OL5083 – Online via Zoom
Speaker: Michael Taylor
The American-born photographer and painter Man Ray (1890-1976) was one of the leading participants of both Dada and
Surrealism, and the only American artist to play a prominent role in the launching of these two influential movements. This
lecture focuses on the portraits that the artist made during his first period in Paris, between 1921 and 1939, when the outbreak
of World War II forced him to return to the U.S. Although Man Ray worked in a variety of media over the next two decades,
including objects, films, and paintings, photography would be his primary means of artistic expression in Paris. This lecture
explores the artist’s portraits of such cultural luminaries as Ernest Hemingway, James Joyce, Erik Satie and Gertrude Stein, who,
like Man Ray, belonged to the “lost generation” in Paris between the wars.
Alice Neel: A Room of Her Own $30 / $35
March 17 at 10 – 11:30am, Friday
NC5084 – Naples Center (South Naples)
OL5085 – Online via Zoom
Speaker: Monica Zimmerman
Neel was an unshakably original artist who avoided avant-garde art movements in favor of creating a figurative tradition that
attended to the imperfections, vulnerabilities and psychological states of the human body. Her penetrating portraits feature
the colorful individuals surrounding her – pregnant women in the ’60s, working-class friends and neighbors, the New York elite
– even when those subjects were considered taboo by a male dominated art establishment in New York City.

DISCUSSION GROUPS

Current Events: An Enlightened Discussion Group (2-part sessions) $46 / $56
• Option #1 – October 13, 27 at 10 – 11:30am, Thursdays
NC5086 – Naples Center (South Naples)
OL5087 – Online via Zoom
• Option #2 – November 10, 17 at 10 – 11:30am, Thursdays
NC5088 – Naples Center (South Naples)
OL5089 – Online via Zoom
• Option #3 – December 8, 15 at 10 – 11:30am, Thursdays
NC5090 – Naples Center (South Naples)
OL5091 – Online via Zoom
Moderator: John Guerra
Join this interactive, thought-provoking and engaging discussion group at the forefront of the issues and topics confronting us all. In
a globalized world, hot topics rise and fall daily. Ripped from the headlines, join us for a discourse of the issues and stories shaping
national sentiment. The best discussions arise from a group of diverse individuals offering their personal viewpoints and perspectives
informed by their unique life experiences. Together with your opinions and ideas, bring your listening and critical-thinking skills to
help enrich us all. If you watch the news and really wish you had someone to talk to about it, this is your group! Each week students
receive articles for discussion and, where appropriate, videos are shown to help shape the discussions.

FOREIGN FILM DISCUSSION SERIES

International Film and Documentary Discussion Series (3 Films) $38 / $45 Donation
October 16, November 13, December 11 at 2pm, Sundays
NC5092 – Naples Center (South Naples)
Moderator: John Guerra
Pre-registration is strongly advised. Participants may register for the series (NC5092) or for any of the individual films below. Join
fellow film lovers as we watch and discuss films from around the world. Award winning, thought provoking, heart pounding and life
changing cinema that will stay with you long after the credits roll.
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FOREIGN FILM DISCUSSION SERIES continued

• Lion (Australia, Drama, Biography, 2016, Rated PG-13, 120 minutes) $12 / $15 Donation
October 16 at 2pm, Sunday
NC5093 – Naples Center (South Naples)
Five-year-old Saroo gets lost on a train that takes him thousands of miles across India, away from home and family. Saroo must
learn to survive alone in Kolkata, before ultimately being adopted by an Australian couple. Twenty-five years later, armed with
only a handful of memories, his unwavering determination, and a revolutionary technology known as Google Earth, he sets out
to find his lost family and finally return to his first home.
• Pain and Glory (Spain, Drama, 2019, Rated R, 113 minutes) $12 / $15 Donation
November 13 at 2 pm, Sunday
NC5094 – Naples Center (South Naples)
A director in the twilight of his career reflects on his life as past and present come crashing down on him in this Cannes awardwinning film from Pedro Almodóvar.
• As It Is in Heaven (Sweden, Drama, 2004, Not rated, 133 minutes) $12 / $15 Donation
December 11 at 2pm, Sunday
NC5095– Naples Center (South Naples)
A famous international conductor returns to his small childhood town in Sweden for early retirement. He’s asked to help with the
church choir after which everyone’s lives will be forever changed.

FOREIGN LANGUAGES

5-Week Spanish Crash Course for Beginners $110 / $130
October 3, 10, 24, 31, November 7 at 2:30 – 4:30pm, Mondays
GL4856 – Moorings Park Grande Lake (Southeast Naples)
Speaker: Miguel Rojo Polo
This course focuses on common, useful topics like greetings, polite words/phrases, travel vocabulary, days of the week, months of the
year, numbers, common words and questions, and more. It is appropriate for travelers, students or anyone else who is interested in
learning the language. Emphasis will be on pronunciation, conversational skills, and vocabulary.

HEALTH, MEDICINE & WELLNESS

Optimal Nutrition for Enhanced Mental Health $25 / $30
October 6 at 10 – 11:30am, Thursdays
BV5096 – Bentley Village (North Naples)
Speaker: Dr. Krista Casazza
In this lecture we explore the nutrition-related stressors of mental health and cognition and the evidence-based research around
functional foods and sleep that can help prevent and reverse symptoms of mental health and cognitive function impairments. Selfcare through optimal nutrition is essential for enhanced mental health and this program explores healthy eating tips from the latest
research linking nourishment of the body and brain.
Balance University: Improve Balance, Posture and Flexibility (3-part series) $38 / $45
• Option #1 – October 7, 14, 21 at 9 – 10am, Fridays
NC5097 – Naples Center (South Naples)
OL5098 – Online via Zoom
• Option #2 – November 4, 11, 18 at 9 – 10am, Fridays
NC5099 – Naples Center (South Naples)
OL6000 – Online via Zoom
• Option #3 – December 2, 9, 16 at 9 – 10am, Fridays
NC6001 – Naples Center (South Naples)
OL6002 – Online via Zoom
Speaker: Chris Williams
Balance University is an interactive wellness class designed to improve balance, posture and flexibility. This program starts with basic
balance exercises and progresses to more complex movements over time. Your instructor explains the “whys” and the importance of
balance exercises as part of your everyday routine. Join our instructor in-person or online in a safe and effective low-impact workout
Friday mornings.
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HEALTH, MEDICINE & WELLNESS continued
What You Need to Know About Medicare in 2023 $25 / $30
November 2 at 10 – 11:30am, Wednesday
NC6003 – Naples Center (South Naples)
OL6004 – Online via Zoom
Speaker: Dr. Frank Medici
This presentation offers a review of Medicare Parts A and B, the Part D drug benefit, and what they cover and cost. What is Medigap
Insurance and Medicare Advantage Part C and what do they cost? The presentation ends with a comparison of Medicare vs. Medicare
Advantage so that you can decide what program is best for you.
Paleo, Keto, I Don’t Know $25 / $30
November 16 at 10 – 11:30am, Wednesday
NC6005 – Naples Center (South Naples)
OL6006 – Online via Zoom
Speaker: Dr. Krista Casazza
Diet trends have been around for decades and each have stories of benefits and risks. This lecture discusses some of the trending
diet fads, exposes myths and presumptions of common fad diets, and provides practical advice for deciding if it’s all fad or fiction.
Maintaining Activities of Daily Living through Maintenance of Bone Health $25 / $30
December 1 at 10 – 11:30am, Thursdays
NC6007 – Naples Center (South Naples)
OL6008 – Online via Zoom
Speaker: Dr. Krista Casazza
Decline in bone health while a function of aging, can be limited and even reversed. In this lecture exploring bone health across the
lifespan we explore daily lifestyle choices that can improve bone health and limit age-related decreases in bone strength. Quality of
life is centered in our body’s capacity to carry on daily activities and this lecture will discuss nutrition and exercise related approaches
to optimizing bone health at any age.

HISTORY, LAW & GOVERNMENT

President Richard Nixon’s Foreign Policy (1969-74) $28 / $33
• Option #1 – October 3 at 2 – 4pm, Monday
AG6009 – Aston Gardens (North Naples)
• Option #2 – December 2 at 1:30-3:30pm, Friday
GL6010 – Moorings Park Grande Lake (Southeast Naples)
Speaker: Hugo Llorens, Ret. Ambassador
Despite the Watergate controversy, President Nixon has been considered one of America’s foremost foreign policy Presidents. He
brought to the job immense experience dating back to his years as Congressman, Senator and Vice-President. Nixon’s approach
was framed by the Vietnam War, which created huge domestic turmoil across the land. Nixon is best known for his strategic
accomplishments, including China and Détente. His record is more complex. Ambassador Hugo Llorens, a 36-year veteran U.S.
diplomat, will provide his perspective on the Nixon era and cover the major issues, but also analyze Nixon’s leadership style, his
global view and enduring legacy.
Get Ready to Vote in the November Elections $25 / $30
• Option #1– October 5 at 2 – 3:30pm, Wednesday
GO6011 – Moorings Park Grey Oaks (Southeast Naples)
• Option #2 – October 13 at 1:30 – 3pm, Thursday
NC6012 – Naples Center (South Naples)
OL6013 – Online via Zoom
Speaker: Sandy Parker
Election Day 2022 is November 8. In this presentation, we will review the federal, state and local offices and candidates, and the
proposed amendments to the Florida constitution that will be on the ballot for Collier County voters. Join us and get a jump-start on
being a more informed voter.
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HISTORY, LAW & GOVERNMENT continued
Father and Son Spies – Jim and Nat Nicholson $25 / $30
• Option #1 – October 5 at 10 – 11:30am, Wednesday
MP6014 – Moorings Park (Central Naples)
• Option #2 – November 28 at 1:30 – 3pm, Monday
BV6015 – Bentley Village (North Naples)
Speaker: Thomas Eastwood
Jim Nicholson is the highest ranking CIA officer ever convicted of espionage. While serving 24 years in prison he recruited his son to
resume his spying. This is a fascinating story of double betrayal. We will examine the treasonous actions and motives of both father
and son, including what they did and how they were caught. We will also compare it to another father and son spy duo, John and
Michael Walker, convicted in 1985.
Love and Treachery – Edward VIII and Wallis Simpson $25 / $30
• Option #1 – October 6 at 10 – 11:30am, Thursday
BR6016 – The Commons Club at The Brooks (Bonita Springs)
• Option #2 – November 8 at 10 – 11:30am, Tuesday
NC6017 – Naples Center (South Naples)
OL6018 – Online via Zoom
Speaker: Nancy Maxwell
King Edward VIII relinquished the English throne and left his country to marry Wallis Simpson, an American divorcee. Forbidden
to enter England, they spent their lives in exile. Surely this is a love story for the ages! But was it? Did Wallis even like Edward? Was
Edward a loyal Englishman? Close examination and new evidence reveal a different picture.
Recovering Nazi Plunder – World War II Monuments Men $25 / $30
October 7 at 1:30 – 3pm, Friday
GL6019 – Moorings Park Grande Lake (Southeast Naples)
Speaker: Thomas Eastwood
The U.S./U.K. established an unprecedented unit to protect art and cultural sites during World War II. Additionally, they recovered art
and treasure looted by the Nazis on a massive scale. This is a fascinating true story of their exploits.
On the Front Line: What is at Stake in Afghanistan $28 / $33
• Option #1 – October 7 at 2:30 – 4:30pm, Friday
AR6020 – The Arlington (Southeast Naples)
• Option #2 – December 15 at 10am – 12pm, Thursday
BR6021 – The Commons Club at The Brooks (Bonita Springs)
Speaker: Hugo Llorens, Ret. Ambassador
In the Obama and Trump administrations, Ambassador Llorens led the U.S. Embassy in Kabul, Afghanistan, the largest in the world
with a staff of 8,500 representing 21 U.S. government agencies. Recently retired after 36 years of diplomatic service, Ambassador
Llorens is uniquely able to discuss the history of our involvement in Afghanistan, his personal experiences in the conflict-ridden
nation, efforts by the Trump and Biden administrations to achieve peace and what is still at stake after these many years.
The Celtic Connection $25 / $30
October 11 at 1:30 – 3pm, Tuesday
BR6022 – The Commons Club at The Brooks (Bonita Springs)
Speaker: Dr. Arthur Wenk
We know a lot about Greek and Roman civilization because the Greeks and Romans wrote everything down. The Celts, by contrast,
strike us as a people without a history because they did not. Yet the Celts were considered fearsome foes by the Romans, and the
Irish Celts are credited with preserving a substantial portion of civilization in the dark period after the fall of the Roman Empire.
Contemporary Celts conscientiously maintain traditions more profound than limericks and leprechauns, but we do end the lecture
with a Celtic story featuring the wee people.
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HISTORY, LAW & GOVERNMENT continued
The Secret Service, Its History and Mission $25 / $30
October 11 at 2:30 – 4pm, Tuesday
AR6023 – The Arlington (Southeast Naples)
Speaker: John Tomlinson
The U.S. Secret Service, founded in 1865, has a dual mission involving protection and investigation. Its mission has remained
constant, with its methods and means continuing to evolve to the present day. Join in as a retired Secret Service Deputy Asst. Director
discusses the history of the agency, its successes and challenges.
Whatever Happened to the Great American Department Store $25 / $30
October 13 at 10 – 11:30am, Thursday
BV6024 – Bentley Village (North Naples)
Speaker: Jeffrey Margolis
Once upon a time there were great department stores, multi-story architectural wonders and cathedrals to retailing. Today, they are
all but gone, victims to cultural changes in American society. Covid-19, the internet and big box stores were just the most recent
villains. The casualties began decades ago. This presentation examines the great stores and their legacies. Participants can reminisce
about their own personal adventures in the halls of such notable shops as Jordan Marsh, Woodward and Lothrop, and Burdines here
in Florida.
FBI: Politicization and Integrity $25 / $30
• Option #1 – October 13 at 10 – 11:30am, Thursday
BR6025 – The Commons Club at The Brooks (Bonita Springs)
• Option #2 – October 17 at 10:30 – Noon, Monday
PL7008 – Pelican Landing (Bonita Springs)
• Option #3 – November 1 at 10 – 11:30am, Tuesday
NC6026 – Naples Center (South Naples)
OL6027 – Online via Zoom
• Option #4 – December 15 at 10 – 11:30am, Thursday
BV6028 – Bentley Village (North Naples)
Speaker: Thomas Eastwood
In the past decade there have been serious allegations of politicization in our judicial system. Several cases have called the
independence and integrity of the DOJ and FBI into question. Join a retired federal law enforcement executive in a candid
discussion. Topics include: Have the FBI, DOJ been politicized; have investigations and prosecutions been influenced improperly;
has the FBI’s stellar reputation suffered; if so, why?
Nation of Immigrants $25 / $30
October 14 at 1:30 – 3pm, Friday
PL7007 – Pelican Landing (Bonita Springs)
Speaker: Arthur Wenk
A history of how this country has been peopled, with a look at those who have embraced and those who have opposed the notion of
an American cultural mosaic. The presentation will include first-hand accounts by new arrivals to the United States beginning even
before the United States existed, as well as the testimony of recent arrivals to this country.
Churchill’s Secret Army $25 / $30
October 17 at 2 – 3:30pm, Monday
AG6029 – Aston Gardens (Northeast Naples)
Speaker: Thomas Eastwood
Churchill created a special intelligence agency to set occupied Europe “ablaze” using “ungentlemanly” tactics. His inspiration came,
in part, from the Irish Republican Army, which waged a guerilla campaign against British rule. The Special Operations Executive (SOE)
engaged in espionage, sabotage, assassination, reconnaissance and along with the American OSS supported resistance movements.
SOE ran a spy school, Camp X, in Canada where OSS agents were trained in “murder and mayhem.” Many were women. Camp X
was also the site of Canada’s code breaking program (Hydra). Topics will include: Intrepid; training; agents; operations (including the
destruction of Nazi heavy water and the assassination of Reinhard Heydrich); and movies inspired by SOE missions.
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The Germans are Coming! The Birth of the Hanoverian Line in England $25 / $30
October 18 at 2:30 – 4pm, Tuesday
AR5026 – The Arlington (Southeast Naples)
Speaker: Nancy Maxwell
How can this be? It was never supposed to happen. Queen Anne of England had had multiple pregnancies; she had a son. Apart
from the horrific scandal of his wife, George of Hanover was enjoying a life of gambling and hunting (and ruling!) in his German state.
But fate, and his mother, had other plans for George, and at the age of 54 he sailed, none too willingly, for England. The English
were not particularly glad to see George arrive, either. But George took the English throne, took an English mistress, and established
the Hanoverian line in his new homeland – even if he did loathe his son!
The Art of Alfred Hitchcock $25 / $30
October 19 at 10 – 11:30am, Wednesday
KC6030 – FGCU Kleist Center Room 102 (Fort Myers)
Speaker: Dr. Arthur Wenk
The director known as the “master of suspense” exercised a remarkable command of cinematic technique to manipulate his
audiences. Thoroughly conscious of his reputation, Hitchcock enjoyed explaining the difference between surprise and suspense.
We will illustrate Hitchcock’s use of pure cinema, studying exposition in “Rear Window;” obsession in “Vertigo;” danger in “North by
Northwest;” and montage in “Psycho.”
Religion In the White House $25 / $30
• Option #1 – October 19 at 1:30 – 3pm, Wednesday
CC6031 – Cypress Cove (Fort Myers)
• Option #2 – October 25 at 1:30 – 3pm, Tuesday
SL6032 – Siena Lakes (Central Naples)
• Option #3 – November 21 at 2 – 3:30pm, Monday
AG6033 – Aston Gardens (North Naples)
• Option #4 – December 5 at 1:30 – 3pm, Monday
BV6034 – Bentley Village (North Naples)
Speaker: Dr. John Danner
While the U.S. Constitution prohibits religious tests for office holders, religion has played a key role in the lives of many presidents
both personally and in terms of various issues they have faced. This course will examine how each of the presidents have or have
not been influenced by religion and the various ways religion has played a role in key ethical concerns raised by events during their
presidency.
Presidential Wives: Remember the First Ladies $25 / $30
October 21 at 2:30 – 4pm, Friday
AR6035 – The Arlington (Southeast Naples)
Speaker: Jeffrey Margolis
The role of America’s First Ladies is an unsought, unpaid position with no formal job description. However, that has not stopped the
wives of our presidents from having a voice. While many of these women had no formal education, their writings tell a great deal
about their lives, both public and private, as well as the causes they have championed. This presentation examines some of the books
written by the female residents of 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue with a unique perspective of the presidency that often eludes us.
The Creation of Italy $25 / $30
• Option #1 – October 24 at 10:30 – Noon, Monday
PL7009 – Pelican Landing (Bonita Springs)
• Option #2 – November 3 at 10 – 11:30am, Thursday
BR6048 – The Commons Club at The Brooks (Bonita Springs)
Speaker: Nancy Maxwell
A visitor to Italy today travels freely through the magnificent cities of Florence, Naples, Rome and Venice; but it was not always so
easy. Italy is a relatively new country, and the fabled cities may indeed be regarded as prizes, because they did not all join Italy
willingly! It took a combination of the wily statesman Camillo Cavour, the political activism of the secret revolutionary Giuseppe
Mazzini, and the romantic nationalism of Giuseppe Garibaldi – none of whom wanted to work together - to draw disparate “Italians”
together. And even that wasn’t quite enough. Napoleon III and Bismarck had something to add. This presentation will look at the
remarkable personalities and events that led to the emergence of a unified Italy in 1871.
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HISTORY, LAW & GOVERNMENT continued
The Evolving Middle East $25 / $30

• Option #1 – October 24 at 1:30 – 3pm, Monday
BV6036 – Bentley Village (North Naples)
• Option #2 – November 15 at 10 – 11:30am, Tuesday
NC6037 – Naples Center (South Naples)
OL6038 – Online via Zoom
Speaker: Jeffrey Steinberg
Join a 40-year national security affairs analyst as he examines the rapidly changing dynamics of the Middle East, including the Abraham Accords
and the opening between Israel and the Arab Gulf States, the revival of OPEC+ and the growing Saudi Arabia-Russia cooperation, and the
importance of China’s Belt and Road Initiative for the future economic growth of the Middle East as the world reduces dependence on fossil fuels.
The Making of Modern China $25 / $30
October 25 at 10 – 11:30am, Tuesday
BR6039 – The Commons Club at The Brooks (Bonita Springs)
Speaker: Jeffrey Steinberg
China emerged from a “Century of Humiliation” and is now poised to be one of the world’s leading economies and global policy shapers.
How did the Chinese governing system evolve? Does China’s more authoritarian model meet the challenges of the 21st century? How
should the United States respond to China’s rise? This lecture reviews China’s global investment program (Belt and Road Initiative) and
considers the pros and cons of China’s approach to global economic engagement. What are the long-standing traditions of China that are
now incorporated into Communist China? Is China really a Communist state with market characteristics? Where is China headed?
Current U.S. Strategic Challenges: War & Peace $25 / $30
October 25 at 2:30 – 4pm, Tuesday
NC6040 – Naples Center (South Naples)
OL6041 – Online via Zoom
Speaker: Jeffry Steinberg
Join a 40-year national security affairs analyst as he explores the issues of war and peace, highlighting the dynamics of three
regions in particular: The European theater and Russian aggression in Ukraine; the Middle East with evolving economic and political
dynamics and the challenge from Iran; and the Far East where concerns about a Chinese invasion of Taiwan remain elevated.
William “Wild Bill” Donovan $25 / $30
October 27 at 10 – 11:30am, Thursday
BV6042 – Bentley Village (North Naples)
Speaker: Thomas Eastwood
Donovan was a lawyer, politician and war hero who is one of the founders of U.S. intelligence. His amazing story is one of intellect
and bravery. This discussion traces Donovan’s life as the director of the Office of Strategic Services (OSS) and the father of the CIA. He
was a visionary who identified weaknesses with U.S. intelligence. His observations have lessons for today.
Marco Polo, Silk Roads and the Great Divergence $25 / $30
October 31 at 1:30 – 3pm, Monday
BV6043 – Bentley Village (North Naples)
Speaker: Dr. Arthur Wenk
Think about a non-Eurocentric perspective of world history where the East, not the West, takes center stage until around 1500. Let’s travel
with Marco Polo to Xanadu, where he served as ambassador and spy for the great Kublai Khan before returning to Venice to write about his
travels. In 1500, China enjoyed a civilization more advanced than that of Europe. So how did the West take control of the world? Historian
Niall Ferguson points to six “killer apps:” competition, science, property, medicine, consumption, and work. We shall consider each in turn.
The Creation of Germany $25 / $30
November 1 at 10 – 11:30am, Tuesday
SL6044 – Siena Lakes (Northeast Naples)
Speaker: Nancy Maxwell
Perhaps because of its dominant role in two world wars, it is easy to think of Germany as an old nation with a long history. But
Germany is a young state, less than 150 years old. The original territory was divided into myriad small holdings ruled by independent
noble families and surrounded by the powerful states of Austria and France. The path to unification would be blocked by all of these.
Despite earlier attempts, it took the rise of Otto von Bismarck, with his cunning, wisdom and political acuity, to overcome all these
obstacles and establish the German Empire.
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VENONA – Soviet Spies in America $25 / $30
November 1 at 1:30 – 3pm, Tuesday
NC6045 – Naples Center (South Naples)
OL6046 – Online via Zoom
Speaker: Thomas Eastwood
During World War II and the Cold War Soviet spies and operatives infiltrated the White House, Treasury, State, DOJ, WAR, and DOD. They
also penetrated our most guarded program the Manhattan Project. Fortunately, the U.S. Army had a top-secret counterintelligence project to
decode Soviet Intelligence messages. Most of the cryptanalysts were women at Arlington Hall, VA. VENONA was instrumental in identifying
American spies. Many were committed communists who were highly placed. We explore this program and its far-reaching impact.
Ellis Island: The Immigrant Story $25 / $30
November 1 at 1:30 – 3pm, Tuesday
BR6047 – The Commons Club at The Brooks (Bonita Springs)
Speaker: Dr. Jerry Franz
It is estimated that approximately 40% of all American citizens can trace at least one of their ancestors to Ellis Island. Using images
and many immigrant quotes, Dr. Franz will tell the story of American immigration in the 19th and early 20th centuries, and of the most
popular entry point, Ellis Island. Immigrants came from so many countries, and for so many reasons, and they greatly contributed to
the work and success of this nation.
The Diplomatic Security Service and its International Role in the Department of State $25 / $30
November 4 at 1:30 – 3pm, Friday
GL6049 – Moorings Park Grande Lake (Southeast Naples)
Speaker: John Tomlinson
The Diplomatic Security Service functions as the Department of State’s safety and enforcement entity. Its role involves protection
of embassies, staff, and visitors overseas and domestically. The organization has a rich history and a range of responsibilities that
remain critical. The overview blends such responsibilities with the functioning of the Department of State. Join a retired Secret
Service Deputy Asst. Director as he discusses the history of the Diplomatic Security Service, its successes and challenges.
Understanding Economics – Limited Resources, Unlimited Demand $25 / $30
November 8 at 1:30 – 3pm, Tuesday
BR6050 – The Commons Club at The Brooks (Bonita Springs)
Speaker: Dr. Arthur Wenk
The so-called economic problem can be simply stated: How do you allocate limited resources in the face of unlimited demand? The
Malthusian Challenge points to the discrepancy between growth of food (an arithmetic progression) and the growth of population
(a geometric progression). Much of economics may be understood in terms of incentives, including the so-called law of supply and
demand and questions of self-interest. We address the troubling issue of inequality: causes, consequences, and considerations.
The Woman Question – Vote! $25 / $30
November 10 at 10 – 11:30am, Thursday
BV6051 – Bentley Village (North Naples)
Speaker: Nancy Maxwell
It’s hard to believe that some of our mothers were born without the right to vote. That right was certainly not part of the country’s
original constitution, and there were tremendous obstacles to its establishment. How did it come about? What was the driving force
behind the idea of female suffrage, and who were the women who made it happen? This lecture examines some of the remarkably
courageous women who dedicated their lives to the pursuit of this right.
The Wright Brothers $25 / $30
November 11 at 10 – 11:30am, Friday
NC6052 – Naples Center (South Naples)
OL6053 – Online via Zoom
Speaker: Dr. Jerry Franz
People have fantasized about flying since the ancient world, but in the first and second industrial revolutions in Europe and the
United States, we see serious efforts for human flight. This includes hot air and gas balloons, then gliders and finally, motorized
aircraft. Dr. Franz takes us on this journey of the pursuit of human flight, and especially focuses upon the successful work of Orville
and Wilbur Wright.
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HISTORY, LAW & GOVERNMENT continued
Medieval Warfare – Vikings and Normans $25 / $30
November 11 at 2:30 – 4pm, Friday
AR6054 – The Arlington (Southeast Naples)
Speaker: Gabriella Miyamoto
“Vikings” is the name given to seafaring warriors from the area of modern Scandinavia who raided, invaded, and ultimately
dominated various parts of Europe during the period spanning from roughly 790 CE to 1070 CE. They feature prominently in today’s
popular media, and this lecture will offer a historically accurate description of their tactics, strategies, favored weapons, armor, and
sociopolitical/cultural importance, in the process debunking common misconceptions while discussing interesting topics such as
the possible existence of women warriors and the ferocious Berserkers. We will also briefly survey the Vikings’ northern French
descendants, the Normans, who had an outsized impact on European history through their conquest of England, establishment of
Mediterranean kingdoms, and crucial role in the First Crusade
Current U.S. Strategic Challenges: The Global Economy $25 / $30
November 14 at 1:30 – 3pm, Monday
BV6055 – Bentley Village (North Naples)
Speaker: Jeffrey Steinberg
Join a 40-year national security affairs analyst as he examines the global economy, focusing on the continuing impact of the
COVID-19 pandemic on global supply chains; the economic dimensions of Russian aggression, the Middle East and China; the battle
to curb global inflation; the state of the fight against global warming; and prospects for a new global economic and financial order
replacing the current system based on the U.S. Dollar.
Abraham Lincoln and John Wilkes Booth $25 / $30
November 15 at 1:30 – 3pm, Tuesday
PL5101 – Pelican Landing (Bonita Springs)
Speaker: Dr. Jerry Franz
President Abraham Lincoln and famous actor John Wilkes Booth shared some similar traits, but also great differences. This
presentation will introduce both persons, and then trace the history of those last few months of the American Civil War when Booth’s
murderous plan was forged. Then there was the vigorous manhunt for the assassin and his accomplices. Join Dr. Franz as we follow
this drama that changed the nation.
Codebreaking During World War II $25 / $30
November 15 at 2:30 – 4pm, Tuesday
AR6056 – The Arlington (Southeast Naples)
Speaker: Thomas Eastwood
The impact of signals intelligence during World War II was extraordinary. This lecture examines the “code war” and includes recently
declassified information. Topics include: Enigma, ULTRA, MAGIC, Bletchley Park, and Arlington Hall. This is a riveting presentation
about one of the best kept secrets of the 20th century.
The Geopolitics of Iran $25 / $30
November 15 at 2:30 – 4pm, Tuesday
GO6057 – Moorings Park Grey Oaks (Southeast Naples)
Speaker: Jeffrey Steinberg
Join a 40-year national security affairs analyst as he examines the changes in Iran since the 1979 Islamic Revolution, the shifting attitudes
toward the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action 2015 nuclear deal, Iran’s growing collaboration with Russia and China, and Iran’s
outreach to the Gulf Sunni Arab states. What does the future hold for this region and how will Iran influence it in the years to come?
Cities at the Center of the Ancient Greek World $25 / $30
November 16 at 10 – 11:30am, Wednesday
MP6058 – Moorings Park (Central Naples)
Speaker: Carol Jonson
The ancient Greeks believed the Temple of Apollo at Delphi was the center of the ancient world. In this lecture we explore Delphi
and other key cities in this ancient civilization from which so much of Western culture is derived. Our armchair tour includes Mycenae,
Olympia, Delphi, Epidaurus and Athens.
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The Crimean War $25 / $30
November 17 at 10 – 11:30am, Thursday
NC6059 – Naples Center (South Naples)
OL6060 – Online via Zoom
Speaker: Nancy Maxwell
Queen Victoria was securely on her throne and Czar Nicholas I was securely on his. How did an issue over a church in Palestine end
up causing these empires, as well as France and the Ottomans, to go to war against each other? Territorial ambition, religion and folly
combined to ignite the disastrous Crimean War, epitomized by the infamous Charge of the Light Brigade.
U.S. POW Camps – WWII Axis Prisoners $25 / $30
November 18 at 1:30 – 3pm, Friday
BR6061 – The Commons Club at The Brooks (Bonita Springs)
Speaker: Thomas Eastwood
Nearly 426,000 POWs were held in 700 camps throughout the U.S. Most worked and interacted openly with local American citizens.
We discuss camp conditions and locations and address little-known aspects such as secret detention and interrogation camps,
escapes, and baseball. Topics include: prisoners; the first POWs; Allied assistance; Geneva Conventions; Camps Aliceville, Tonkawa,
Tracy, Peary, Ruston, Hale, McCoy, Atterbury; Fort Hunt; internment and relocation of Japanese Americans; Dale Maple; The Richie
Boys; and Florida camps.
Sydney Reilly “Ace of Spies” – The “Real” James Bond? $25 / $30
December 2 at 10 – 11:30am, Friday
NC6062 – Naples Center (South Naples)
OL6063 – Online via Zoom
Speaker: Thomas Eastwood
Britain has a long and storied history of intelligence. Sidney Reilly was one of their most successful spies. His exploits spawned
articles, books and a popular TV miniseries. Reilly, the origin of James Bond and the structure and history of British Intelligence will
be discussed (and compared to the U.S. Intelligence Community).
The Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC) in the Great Depression $25 / $30
December 2 at 1:30 – 3pm, Friday
BR6064 – The Commons Club at The Brooks (Bonita Springs)
Speaker: Dr. Jerry Franz
The Civilian Conservation Corps, or the CCC, was one of the first of President Roosevelt’s New Deal programs. Millions of young men
enrolled in CCC camps in every state and territory and worked in conservation efforts and building state and national parks. In its
nine-year history, the CCC revitalized our land, and transformed the CCC men. Join Dr. Franz as he shares this “feel-good” story along
with many images of the CCC.
Operation Paperclip – Recruiting Nazi Scientists $25 / $30
December 2 at 1:30 – 3pm, Friday
NC6065 – Naples Center (South Naples)
OL6066 – Online via Zoom
Speaker: Thomas Eastwood
As World War II waned, the Allies raced to recruit German scientists and technology. This was the highly effective effort led by the OSS.
Among the scientists brought to America was Wernher von Braun, who had developed the V-2. Topics include: secret U.S. interrogation
centers, history of Paperclip (and related operations), Peenemunde, the Church Committee, declassified CIA research (Star Gate,
MKULTRA) and related British and Soviet operations. A detailed and fascinating examination of a major intelligence operation.
U.S. National Security Council: Pivotal Role in Coordinating U.S. Foreign and Defense Policy $28 / $33
• Option #1 – December 6 at 10am – 12pm, Tuesday
SL6067 – Siena Lakes (North Naples)
• Option #2 – December 13 at 2:30 – 4:30pm, Tuesday
GO6068 – Moorings Park Grey Oaks (Southeast Naples)
Speaker: Hugo Llorens (Retired Ambassador)
Ambassador Hugo Llorens recently retired from the U.S. diplomatic service. In his distinguished 36-year career, he served twice as
ambassador in Honduras and Afghanistan. Llorens also served at the White House on the National Security staff as a Director for
President George W. Bush. In that role and in other senior assignments, he gained an intimate perspective of the NSC’s critical role
coordinating U.S. Foreign and Defense policy. He is eager to share his knowledge/experiences and underscore that efficacious policy
requires a smooth running NSC.
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HISTORY, LAW & GOVERNMENT continued
Medieval Warfare – The Crusades $25 / $30
December 8 at 10 – 11:30am, Thursday
BV6069 – Bentley Village (North Naples)
Speaker: Gabriella Miyamoto
The Crusades were a series of military expeditions initiated by the Popes for the purpose of protecting and expanding Christendom.
They were undertaken primarily to the Middle East (the Holy Land), but also to Spain, southern France, and Baltic Europe, and
lasted from 1095 CE, when Pope Urban II preached the First Crusade to recover Jerusalem from the Muslims, until around 1500,
when the last Muslims were expelled from Spain and all of the Baltic area was effectively Christianized. This course will focus on the
background, tactics, and battles of the First and Third Crusades and offer a profile of the Military Orders (organizations of “warriormonks”), particularly the Knights Templar, who played a key role in Crusader warfare and administration. We will also cover the
lesser-known Baltic Crusades led by the Teutonic Knights.
Spies and Espionage – Fact vs Fiction $25 / $30
December 14 at 10 – 11:30am, Wednesday
KC6070 – FGCU Kleist Center Room 102 (Fort Myers)
Speaker: Thomas Eastwood
This lecture offers a fascinating and insightful discussion on the motivation of spies and the techniques used to catch them. You
will learn how reality compares to fiction in this unique peek into the realm of espionage and counterintelligence. We will take a
revealing insider’s look into contemporary U.S. spies. This lecture includes unclassified but little-known information.

MAH JONGG

Mah Jongg for Beginners (3-part series) $60 / $72
October 24, 26, 28 at 10 – 11:30am, Monday/Wednesday/Friday
NC6071 – Naples Center (South Naples)
Speaker: Gayle Dorio
Please bring your 2022 Mah Jongg Rule Card (from the National Mah Jongg League; call 212-246-3052) and your own Mah Jongg
set. Learn the fundamentals of Mah Jongg. Learn how this exciting game makes you think every minute. Learn some strategy and how
to put your tiles together to make a hand.
Advanced Mah Jongg Strategies (3-part series) $60 / $72
November 7, 9, 11 at 10 – 11:30am, Monday/Wednesday/Friday
NC6072 – Naples Center (South Naples)
Speaker: Gayle Dorio
Students must bring both a 2022 Mah Jongg Card (from the National Mah Jongg League; call 212-246-3052) and set to class. Take
your Mah Jongg to a higher level. Be prepared to play hands with defensive strategies and faster decision making. Learn when to call
and when to wait. Why is this game more about looking and listening than just studying your card.

MUSIC

Ten Decades of Popular Music $25 / $30
November 16 at 10 – 11:30am, Wednesday
KC6073 – FGCU Kleist Center Room 102 (Fort Myers)
Speaker: Dr. Arthur Wenk
Pop music includes so many songs! A decade-by-decade approach, selecting a single example for each 10-year period, may allow
us to better understand a century that encompassed ragtime; jazz; swing; rock and roll; rock; disco; pop; and grunge. The threeminute capacity of recordings allows us to listen to each of our examples in their entirety while tracing the musical history of the last
century. Performers include Scott Joplin, Fats Waller, Judy Garland, Bing Crosby, Bill Haley and the Comets, the Beatles, the Bee
Gees, Michael Jackson, and Nirvana.
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PHOTOGRAPHY

Making / Taking Better Photos $28 / $33
• Option #1 – November 3 at 10 – Noon, Thursday
NC6074 – Naples Center (South Naples)
OL6075 – Online via Zoom
• Option #2 – December 6 at 2:30 – 4:30pm, Tuesday
AR6076 – The Arlington (Southeast Naples)
Speaker: Frank Berna
Ansel Adams said, “You don’t take a photograph, you make a photograph.” Photography is a very subjective endeavor. There are
no hard-and-fast rules to follow that always assure your picture will be, well, “picture perfect.” However, an understanding of light,
exposure and compositional guidelines that can be applied to virtually any scene will enhance its impact and quality. Understanding
these principles will help you to capture more compelling images, turning your snapshots into works of art. This lecture is for all
photographers, regardless of the camera they use.
Understanding Your Mirrorless and Digital SLR (3-part series) $72 / $84
November 7, 9, 11 at 9 – 12pm, Monday/Wednesday/Friday
NC6077 – Naples Center (South Naples)
OL6078 – Online via Zoom
Speaker: Frank Berna
For those wanting to explore their creative side with digital photography, nothing compares to the choices available with a mirrorless
single lens reflex (SLR) camera. But learning the myriad of alternatives can be daunting. This course is designed to make sense of
these options: how, when and why to use them. Topics will include understanding exposure, white balance, file formats, better flash
photography, focus and shooting options.
Taking Amazing Vacation and Travel Photos $28 / $33
November 30 at 1:30 – 3:30pm, Wednesday
NC6079 – Naples Center (South Naples)
OL6080 – Online via Zoom
Speaker: Frank Berna
We all love to travel and capturing those once-in-a-lifetime moments to share with friends and family, or for personal memories, is
part of the experience. Our photographs need to bring the sensations of sight, sound and smell back to trigger our memories and
to communicate how we felt to others. To do this, we need to think and feel, as much as look, when setting out to take photographs.
Travel photography expresses the feeling of a time and place, portrays a land, its people, or a culture in its natural state and has no
geographical limitations. Learn how to create the images that are only seen in magazines.

SCIENCE & ASTRONOMY

The Great Private Sector Space Race $25 / $30
October 11 at 1:30 – 3:00pm, Tuesday
NC6081 – Naples Center (South Naples)
OL6082 – Online via Zoom
Speaker: Edward Grace
Commercial entities are taking over space exploration. Our speaker, who was awarded the Presidential Medal of Freedom for his
work on the Apollo 13 mission, will explore the companies and their projects. SpaceX, Blue Origin, Virgin Galactic, Axiom, Sierra
Nevada, Boeing, United Launch Alliance and others are all competing for the final frontier. How are they competing with China &
Russia? Who is winning the space race?
Black Holes, Super Nova, Quasar and Other Wonders of the Universe $25 / $30
October 17 at 1:30 – 3pm, Monday
NC6083 – Naples Center (South Naples)
OL6084 – Online via Zoom
Speaker: Ken Selger
Explore wonders of the universe and the variety of objects discovered as a direct result of Einstein’s theory of relativity. Black holes,
super nova, quasar, neutron stars are all in our sky. Black holes are just one of the mysteries we are discovering. Find out what black
holes are and how we know they exist? Learn what makes one black hole different from another? Where are they and can you survive
falling into one? Will the Earth get sucked into one?
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SCIENCE & ASTRONOMY continued

Space Exploration: History and What Does the Future Hold? $25 / $30
• Option # 1 – October 17 at 1:30 – 3pm, Monday
BV6085 – Bentley Village (North Naples)
• Option # 2 – November 3 at 10:30 – Noon, Thursday
PL5103 – Pelican Landing (Bonita Springs)
Speaker: Edward Grace
This lecture begins with a brief look back at space exploration history: Mercury, Gemini, Apollo, Skylab, International Space Station
and the Shuttle. The presentation continues with a review of where we are in space exploration today, looking at private spaceflight
companies including SpaceX, Blue Origin, Sierra Nevada, United Launch Alliance (Lockheed Martin and Boeing), Virgin Galactic and
many others. Finally, we look at what is next including the moon, Mars, Titan or some other celestial body. Are we in a new space race
with China and Russia who have announced plans for a new Moonbase project? Our speaker was awarded the Presidential Medal of
Freedom for his work on the Apollo 13 mission.
Voyage to Mars $25 / $30
November 4 at 1:30 – 3pm, Friday
NC6086 – Naples Center (South Naples)
OL6087 – Online via Zoom
Speaker: Edward Grace
In 2020, three missions were launched from Earth with the destination of Mars. All three missions arrived at Mars in February 2021.
The first mission was by United Arab Emirates and named the Hope Probe. The second was by China and named the Tianwen-1
Mission. The third was by NASA and named the Perseverance. The Hope Probe will remain in orbit and analyze the Mars weather
patterns. The Tianwen-1 Probe has an orbiter, a lander and a rover. Perseverance has a lander, rover and helicopter drone. We will
examine the objectives of each mission and provide updates on their accomplishments to date. Join us for a fascinating discussion
about the forefront of space travel and exploration in the 21st century.
Artemis: Return to the Moon by 2025 $25 / $30
November 15 at 10 – 11:30am, Tuesday
NC6088 – Naples Center (South Naples)
OL6089 – Online via Zoom
Speaker: Edward Grace
NASA’s Artemis Program plans a return to the moon and beyond before the end of 2025 and will include a woman in the crew who
would become the first woman to walk on the moon. We discuss NASA’s plans for the Artemis Program. NASA has issued a contract
to SpaceX to develop the Human Landing System to be used on Artemis. The long-term plan is to build a base on the moon from
which to launch explorations to other planetary bodies. The initial Artemis I un-crewed launch was scheduled for February 2022.
Awarded the Presidential Medal of Freedom for his work saving the astronauts of the Apollo 13 crew, Ed Grace will share with us an
inside view of the Artemis program and how it differs from the Apollo Program.
The James Webb Telescope: Christmas in July for Astronomers $25 / $30
November 29 at 1:30 – 3pm, Tuesday
NC6090 – Naples Center (South Naples)
OL6091 – Online via Zoom
Speaker: Ken Selger
The Webb Telescope took six months to deliver its Christmas presents, but it was worth the wait. Spectacular images are coming, giving
astronomer’s new insight on how we got here and what’s going to happen in the future. What did we learn almost a century ago that
drove the new telescopes design and why it’s wrong to say it is the Hubble replacement? This lecture will feature Webb’s latest images
and a review of the amazing new cameras and technology that are revealing the universe in ways we have never seen before.

TRAVELOGUES

The Balkan Countries – A Clash of Cultures $25 / $30
October 3 at 1:30 – 3pm, Monday
BV6092 – Bentley Village (North Naples)
Speaker: Jim Sernovitz
The Balkans – Albania, Montenegro, Croatia, Slovenia and Serbia – are where three major religions came together and in the
thousand years since, the area has seldom known peace. Come and visit one of the most beautiful places in the world that is still
haunted by its troubled past.
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TRAVELOGUES continued

Jordan - A Biblical Land in A Modern World $25 / $30
October 10 at 10 – 11:30am, Monday
MP6093 – Moorings Park (Central Naples)
Speaker: Jim Sernovitz
The land of Jordan is full of amazement from the city of Petra carved out of solid rock, ancient Roman ruins, Crusader castles, to
bustling modern cities. Abounding with many places mentioned in the Bible, Jordan is a place not to be missed.
Borneo & Malaysia – From Headhunters to High Tech $25 / $30
October 21 at 1:30 – 3pm, Friday
GL6094 – Moorings Park Grande Lake (Southeast Naples)
Speaker: Jim Sernovitz
Only one generation removed from headhunters, Borneo is one of the most amazing places on earth. Travel down the Kinabatangan
River, into the most biologically diverse rainforest in the world; see the sun rise over Mt. Kinabalu; and meet orangutans, giant reptiles
and pygmy elephants. Then cross the channel to mainland Malaysia and visit the world class high tech city of Kuala Lumpur. Finally,
exploring the countryside, surprises await us at every turn in this unique corner of the world.
A Different Look at Florida $25 / $30
• Option #1 – October 26 at 10 – 11:30am, Wednesday
KC6095 – FGCU Kleist Center Room 102 (Fort Myers)
• Option #2 – November 4 at 2:30 – 4pm, Friday
AR5009 – The Arlington (Southeast Naples)
• Option #3 – November 16 at 10 – 11:30am, Wednesday
BR6096 – The Commons Club at The Brooks (Bonita Springs)
• Option #4 – December 5 at 1:30 – 3pm, Monday
CC6097 – Cypress Cove (Fort Myers)
Speaker: Jim Sernovitz
Florida is a world unto itself. Join us as we go from the glamour and excitement of Miami Beach through the primitive Everglades
and follow the beautiful beaches of the Gulf Coast all the way north and west to the Panhandle. We will then head inland, where most
visitors, and many locals never venture, to visit the many unique agricultural sites that make Florida famous such as sugar plantations,
orange groves, orchid greenhouses and many other very interesting places.
Bhutan And Sri Lanka – India’s Unknown Neighbors $25 / $30
November 7 at 1:30 – 3pm, Monday
BV6098 – Bentley Village (North Naples)
Speaker: Jim Sernovitz
From Bhutan, high in the snowcapped Himalaya mountains, to Sri Lanka’s beaches and tropical jungles, come with us as we explore
these unique and little known countries.
Mediterranean Magic $25 / $30
December 1 at 10 – 11:30am, Thursday
BR6099 – The Commons Club at The Brooks (Bonita Springs)
Speaker: Jim Sernovitz
An amazing voyage following the coast of the Eastern Mediterranean Sea, as we visit lands that are both ancient and modern.
Greece, Turkey, Israel and Egypt are all unique and unusual civilizations which flourished long ago and are still vibrant today. Join us
as we travel along this scenic coast visiting these enchanting places.
Alaska and The Klondike Gold Rush $25 / $30
December 7 at 10 – 11:30am, Wednesday
KC7000 – FGCU Kleist Center Room 102 (Fort Myers)
Speaker: Jim Sernovitz
Relive the excitement of the Klondike Gold Rush of 1898. Hike the famous Chilkoot Trail and sail down the mighty Yukon River to the richest
gold fields ever found. See how things were a century ago and how they are today. Ride on the famous White Pass and Yukon Railroad.

(239) 434-4737 or fgcu.edu/academy
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WRITING WORKSHOPS

Writers’ Collaborative Workshop (4-part series) $85 / $100
• Option #1 – October 11, 18, 25, November 1 at 1:30 – 3:30pm, Tuesdays
NC7001 – Naples Center (South Naples)
OL7002 – Online via Zoom
• Option #2 – November 8, 15, 29, December 6 at 1:30 – 3:30pm, Tuesdays
NC7003 – Naples Center (South Naples)
OL7004 – Online via Zoom
Speaker: Lisa Wroble
Audience is one of the most important aspects of writing. Share the content of yours with like-minded, aspiring authors in a
constructive, acceptance oriented, creative and vibrant writing group in search of effective writing methodologies. This program
welcomes whatever you are writing or want to write – memoir, stories, novel, or poems – for input, guidance and discussion.

YOGA

Chair Yoga & Mindful Movement (4-part series) $42 / $50
October 18, 25, November 1, 8 at 9 – 10am, Tuesdays
NC7005 – Naples Center (South Naples)
OL7006 – Online via Zoom
Speaker: Sue Lovett
Chair yoga is a gentle form of yoga available to everyone, practiced seated using a chair for support. Practice breathing exercises
and 8 movements of the spine while seated. Standing poses include balance, gentle stretching and mindful movement encouraging
the flow of healthy “chi.” Class ends with relaxation to quiet the mind. Yoga benefits include increased balance, strength & flexibility,
healthier breathing habits, reduction of stress, better sleep and overall sense of wellbeing. Suggested props: Folding chair & water.

COME TRAVEL
WITH FGCU ACADEMY
Plan your trip now: Page 2
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OUR SPEAKERS
Frank Berna has nearly 30 years of experience in various aspects of photography.
Krista Casazza, Ph.D., R.D., CSSD, is Assistant Director, Research & Outreach at The Water School of FGCU.
Rachel Cox, B.A., is a professional violinist and violist who has performed with many orchestras, including the Naples Philharmonic Orchestra, Punta
Gorda Symphony Orchestra and others.

John H. Danner, Ph.D. is an author and ordained pastor. He has degrees from Bradford College, the University of Maine, Bangor Theological
Seminary and Boston University.

Gayle Dorio is a registered interior designer and highly decorated orchid society member. She is an avid Mah Jongg teacher and player.
Thomas Eastwood had careers with the ATF and DOD where he conducted and led counterintelligence and criminal investigations.
Gerald Franz, Ph.D., has been a history professor and college librarian for 37 years, earning five graduate degrees along the way.
Edward Grace was awarded the Presidential Medal of Freedom for working on the Apollo 13 Mission. He founded several technology firms.
John Guerra, a Columbia University graduate and former Wall Street merchant banker, is the director of the FGCU Academy.
Carol Jonson, M.A., was a facilitator for the Hodges lifelong learning program and now serves as a volunteer advisor for FGCU Academy.
Judy Kaff is a local pianist who entertains in a variety of locations and often with other musicians in the community.
Hugo Llorens, Ambassador (Ret.), is a 36-year veteran of the U.S. diplomatic service with degrees from Georgetown University and the National
War College.

Sue Lovett is an acupressure practitioner, LMT and yoga teacher, and has been teaching in SWFL and Cape Cod since 2008.
Jeffrey Margolis is a lifelong educator, published author and lecturer.
Nancy Maxwell, M.S., grew up abroad and developed her passion for history while living and teaching in Europe.
Frank Medici, M.D., practiced medicine for 25 years, was the CEO of Nyack Hospital and the medical director of a health insurance company.
Gabriella Miyamoto, J.D., M.A. currently serves as an adjunct instructor at Ringling College of Art & Design.
Dean Oestreich is an artist who has conducted dozens of clinics on drawing, traditional oil painting and art history in SWFL.
Sandy Parker is founder, publisher and author of Sparker’s Soapbox, a nonpartisan blog, website and e-newsletter whose mission is facilitating and
encouraging informed voting in Collier County and throughout Florida.

Miguel Rojo Polo, Ph.D. holds degrees in Spanish literatures and cultures and is on the FGCU faculty. He specializes in Spanish and Immigration.
Ken Selger was the optical physicist and chief engineer of the Hubble’s fine guidance sensor.
Jim Sernovitz is a prize winning and published photographer. He has taken photos on six continents, from Albania to Zimbabwe, and in over 100
countries in between, as well in all 50 states and most of Canada.

Jeffrey Steinberg, M.A., has been involved in private sector research, analysis, and education on national security affairs for 40 years.
Michael Taylor is the chief curator at the Virginia Museum of Fine Arts.
Steve Tobin is a 40-year career contemporary American sculptor who lives and works in Bucks County, Pennsylvania. He is best known for his Roots
sculptures.

John Tomlinson, M.S. is a Secret Service Deputy Asst. Director (ret.), Sr. Policy Advisor to the Diplomatic Security Service, and subsequently a Sr.
Policy Advisor on Security in the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

Arthur Wenk, Ph.D., is a 20-year musicologist. His subsequent career as a university professor led to public lectures on western culture and film.
Chris Williams is the founder of Emeritus Health. He currently works as a certified personal trainer in Naples.
Lisa Wroble is a nationally published author and writing instructor.
Monica Zimmerman is the vice president of public education and engagement at the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts.

FGCU Academy is always looking for speakers with talent and ability
to lecture. Complete a new course proposal form on our website
fgcu.edu/academy and encourage others to apply.

(239) 434-4737 or fgcu.edu/academy
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COURSE REGISTRATION FORM
Please complete SEPARATE registration forms for EACH PERSON taking a class.
Mail this form to:
In Lee or Collier County:
FGCU Academy, 704 Goodlette-Frank Rd. N, Suite 330, Naples, 34102
Name:
Florida Street Address:
City / State / Zip:
Telephone:

Email:

Florida residency (Choose one): q Full time q January - May q October - May

Annual Individual Membership / $85 (Valid one year from date of purchase). . . .  $
COURSE FEES: Please note that course fees are different for members and non-members.
Enter the CORRECT FEE AMOUNT for each course based upon your membership status selected above.
Course #

Title:

Fee: $

Course #

Title:

Fee: $

Course #

Title:

Fee: $

Course #

Title:

Fee: $

Course #

Title:

Fee: $

Course #

Title:

Fee: $

Course #

Title:

Fee: $

Course #

Title:

Fee: $

TOTAL: Membership dues (if any) plus course fees: $
I WOULD LIKE MORE INFORMATION ON THE ITEMS CHECKED. PLEASE CONTACT ME:
q
q
q
q

I am interested in receiving information about the Academy’s travel programs
I would like to volunteer
I am interested in being a speaker
I would like to support lifelong learning with a donation

PAYMENT
q Check (Payable to FGCU Academy)
q Credit card:
q MasterCard
q Visa
q American Express
q Discover
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Name on card:
Card number:
Expiration date:
Signature:

CVV:

COURSE REGISTRATION FORM
Please complete SEPARATE registration forms for EACH PERSON taking a class.
Mail this form to:
In Lee or Collier County:
FGCU Academy, 704 Goodlette-Frank Rd. N, Suite 330, Naples, 34102
Name:
Florida Street Address:
City / State / Zip:
Telephone:

Email:

Florida residency (Choose one): q Full time q January - May q October - May

Annual Individual Membership / $85 (Valid one year from date of purchase). . . .  $
COURSE FEES: Please note thatcourse fees are different for members and non-members.
Enter the CORRECT FEE AMOUNT for each course based upon your membership status selected above.
Course #

Title:

Fee: $

Course #

Title:

Fee: $

Course #

Title:

Fee: $

Course #

Title:

Fee: $

Course #

Title:

Fee: $

Course #

Title:

Fee: $

Course #

Title:

Fee: $

Course #

Title:

Fee: $

TOTAL: Membership dues (if any) plus course fees: $
I WOULD LIKE MORE INFORMATION ON THE ITEMS CHECKED. PLEASE CONTACT ME:
q
q
q
q

I am interested in receiving information about the Academy’s travel programs
I would like to volunteer
I am interested in being a speaker
I would like to support lifelong learning with a donation

PAYMENT
q Check (Payable to FGCU Academy)
q Credit card:
q MasterCard
q Visa
q American Express
q Discover

Name on card:
Card number:
Expiration date:

CVV:

Signature:
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